NARRATIVE RESPONSE TO
INITIAL NCSS NATIONAL RECOGNITION REPORT
September 15, 2007
On February 1, 2007 Southeastern Louisiana University submitted its Program Report for the
Preparation of Social Studies to NCATE for its initial review by NCSS. On July 2, 2007 NCSS
provided its initial National Recognition Report to Southeastern, indicating that the B.A. in
Social Studies program is not nationally recognized. The following narrative will address NCSS
reviewer comments, explain the revised assessments included to provide better evidence for
unmet standards, and indicate pertinent forthcoming changes to the program.
PART A–RECOGNITION DECISION
A.1–SPA Decision on NCATE recognition of the program:
Not nationally recognized
A.2–Test Results (from information supplied in Assessment #1, if applicable):
The program meets or exceeds an 80% pass rate on state licensure exams.
Response: The pass rate has been 100% on both Content Knowledge and Interpretation of
Materials each year since 2002-03. This is a very significant indicator of program strength.
A.3–Summary of Strengths
The candidates receive a strong history, political science, and geography content background.
There is an attempt to use NCSS standards in student teaching.
Response: Southeastern gives the greatest emphasis to these subject areas because graduates of
the B.A. in Social Studies Education program are far more likely to teach history, political
science, and geography than other subjects. State schools rarely offer economics (except as a
“free enterprise” unit in Civics), psychology, or sociology.
PART B–STATUS OF MEETING SPA STANDARDS
Standard 1.1 Culture and Cultural Diversity

Not Met

NCSS Comment: How are candidates exposed to content relevant to this standard?
Assessment 1: Although general scores from the PRAXIS II text of social studies content
knowledge are useful to determine the general passing rate, they are not specific to each
standard, so they cannot, by themselves, show if candidates understand the content of the
individual standards. The program should include category scores (subscores) on PRAXIS
applicable to each standard. PRAXIS category scores are provided to candidates and are

provided to institutions with more than ten (now five) test-takers by Education Testing Service
for (Standards 1.1, 1.4 and 1.5), United States history (1.2), world history (1.2), geography (1.3),
civics/government (1.6 and 1.10), and economics (1.7).
Assessment 2: Grades were provided for some courses. Assessment 7 provided additional
evidence of candidate knowledge of content.
Assessment 3: While a successful program need not provide planning evidence standard-bystandard, it is not clear that candidates actually addressed the NCSS standards in their lessons.
The NCSS standards seemed to be “tacked on” to each category in the rubric, but it is not clear
that they were considered in the assessment of candidates’ lesson plans.
Assessments 4 and 6: See comments in Part C.2 below for concerns related to the ability of these
assessments to address NCSS Standards.
Assessment 5: Data do not provide clear evidence of the degree to which students have learned
from instruction by the candidates.
Response: Reviewer comments raised concerns about each of the Assessments. Southeastern’s
response for each is as follows.

• Assessment 1: PRAXIS II. The reviewer notes Southeastern’s high passage on the PRAXIS
II for Social Studies, which has been 100% on both Content Knowledge and Interpretation of
Materials for several years. However, the reviewer states that Southeastern should have
included sub-scores applicable to each standard (B.1.1, C.1, E). Regrettably, Southeastern
does not have and thus cannot report individual candidate sub-scores for the PRAXIS II.
Therefore, this report offers more detailed interpretation of the data that Southeastern does
have available in order to relate it more specifically to the individual standards. Included as
attachments are:
(1) Assessment 1, Attachment C, Data Chart 10: A breakdown of scores for 2003-04, 200405, and 2005-06 by quartile within the subject areas of U.S. History, World History,
Government/Civics/Political Science, Geography, Economics, and Behavioral Science.
(2) Assessment 1, Attachment C, Data Charts 11-13: An alignment matrix that aligns the
aforementioned subject areas; sub-topics within each subject area; NCSS standards;
percentage of correct answers at Southeastern, at the state level, and at the national level;
the breakdown of scores by quartile; and the names of courses that relate to each subtopic.

• Assessment 2: Content Course Grades. The reviewer comments that the evidence for this
assessment is unclear, particularly because course titles and descriptions do not always
accompany course numbers (B.1.1, C1, E, F). Therefore, this report offers more detailed
information in the format recommended in NCATE’s document, Using Course Grades as a
Key Assessment: Proposed Guidelines (April 2007). It should be noted that Southeastern
adopted a new B.A. in Social Studies Education curriculum in 2003-04 in response to a
mandate from the Louisiana Blue Ribbon Commission on Educational Excellence. However,
all graduates for 2003-04, 2004-05, and 2005-06 enrolled prior to the adoption of the new
curriculum and thus remained in the old curriculum. For 2006-07 some graduates were still
in the old curriculum and some were in the new. Included as attachments are:

(1) Assessment 2, Attachment A: Description: Alignment Matrix for Course Content and
NCSS Standards (new, replaces old Attachment A). An alignment matrix that aligns
course numbers, course titles, course descriptions, and individual NCSS standards.
Courses that are only in the old curriculum are marked “Old” and those that are only in
the new curriculum are marked “New.” Includes copies of the old and new curricula.
(2) Assessment 2, Attachment B: Grading Criteria (new, replaces old Attachment B).
(3) Assessment 2, Attachment C: Grade Distributions (new, replaces old Attachments B and
C). A set of tables showing grade distributions for graduating seniors in content courses
related to NCSS standards. The tables for 2003-04, 2004-05, and 2005-06 show grades
for courses in the old curriculum. There are two separate tables for 2006-07, for which
scores are now available: one showing students in the old curriculum and the other
students in the new.

• Assessment 3: Lesson Plan Rubric. The reviewer comments that “it is not clear that
candidates actually addressed the NCSS Standards in their lessons” and that “NCSS
Standards seemed to be ‘tacked on’ to each category of the rubric, but it is not clear that they
were considered in the assessment of candidates’ lesson plans” (B.1.1, also C.2, E). While
Southeastern contends that the scores produced by the existing Lesson Plan Rubric are
accurate, it is true that this is a “generic” rubric that the College of Education and Human
Development (COEHD) has adapted to several baccalaureate programs in Education.
Therefore, beginning in the spring semester 2008 the Department of History and Political
Science (HIPS) will send its own faculty observer along with the COEHD observer to assess
the performance of student teachers. The faculty member in question is Ms. Barbara Burns,
who has the M.Ed. and 14 years of experience teaching Social Studies at the middle and high
school level. She will employ a separate, more content-oriented rubric that will supplement
the COEHD rubric currently in use. Included as an attachment is:
(1) Assessment 3: Attachment A, Part 2: Content-Oriented Student Teaching Rubric: The
content-oriented lesson plan rubric to be used by the HIPS observer. This rubric is modeled
on the one utilized by Vanderbilt University’s Peabody College of Education and Human
Development.

• Assessment 4: Final Report on Student Teaching. The reviewer comments that “it is not
made clear how the assessment of student teachers reflects their performance relevant to the
NCSS thematic standards” and that “the assessment should clearly address their ability to
teach content relevant to the standards and to create opportunities for their students to utilize
skills such as critical thinking . . . and should also be the primary tool for assessing
candidates’ disposition to teach social studies” (C.2, also B.1.1, E). While Southeastern
contends that the scores produced by the existing Final Report on Student Teaching are
accurate, it acknowledges the need for precision. It will accomplish this through the addition
of the HIPS observer and use of the content-oriented rubric noted above (Assessment 3) and
by revision of the current Final Report on Student Teaching Form to address individual

NCSS standards more explicitly. In addition COEHD and HIPS are considering possible
ways of combining Assessments 4 and 6.

• Assessment 5: Assessment Plan. The reviewer comments that “data do not provide clear
evidence of the degree to which students have learned from instruction by the candidates”
(B.1.1, also C.3). COEHD has provided a more detailed scoring guide, which is included as
an attachment.
(1) Assessment 5, Attachment B, Scoring Guide (new, replaces old Attachment B).

• Assessment 6: NCSS SPA Addendum.

The reviewer, while noting that “candidates
apparently performed successfully,” comments that “it is unclear what the observer is to look
for in determining the level of candidate ‘skills’” and suggests that “if the rubric was further
developed/expanded, the data collected would be more meaningful.” While Southeastern
contends that the scores produced by the existing NCSS SPA Addendum are accurate, it also
notes that the COEHD only developed and piloted this instrument in the fall semester 2006
and acknowledges the need for further development and expansion. COEHD and HIPS are
considering possible ways of combining Assessments 4 and 6.

• Assessment 7: Major Field Assessment. The reviewer comments that the portions of MFA
that use “only course numbers as references for candidate performance” (C.1) need to
“present data in a way that more clearly addresses the standards” (E). While Southeastern
contends that the MFA is accurate, it acknowledges the need for further clarity and will make
necessary changes in future MFAs.
Standard 1.2 Time, Continuity and Change

Not Met

NCSS Comment: Candidates have substantial exposure to content relevant to this standard.
See comments for Standard 1.1.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
Standard 1.3 People, Places, and Environment

Not Met

NCSS Comment: The program includes content relevant to this standard. See comments for
Standard 1.1.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
Standard 1.4 Individual Development and Identity

Not Met

NCSS Comment: How are candidates exposed to content relevant to this standard? Generally
courses in educational psychology or adolescent development are not sufficient to meet the needs
of this standard. See comments for Standard 1.1

Response: In the past HIPS has been reluctant to add a Psychology class to the B.A. in Social
Studies Education curriculum because graduates rarely, if ever, teach Psychology and there are
no free hours in the curriculum because of state-mandated curriculum hour reduction. However,
given the recurrence of NCSS concern about this standard, HIPS will submit to the appropriate
curriculum committees a proposal to include the following course in the B.A. in Social Studies
curriculum, effective with the 2008-09 academic year:
Psychology 101: General Psychology I. Credit 3 hours. A survey of the science of
behavior of man and other animals, and psychology as a biosocial science.
Standard 1.5 Individuals, Groups, and Institutions

Not Met

NCSS Comment: Candidates are exposed to content relevant to this standard. See comments
for Standard 1.1
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
Standard 1.6 Power, Authority, and Governance

Not Met

NCSS Comment: Candidates are exposed to content relevant to this standard. See comments for
Standard 1.1.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
Standard 1.7 Production, Distribution, and Consumption

Not Met

NCSS Comment: How are current candidates exposed to content relevant to this standard?
Grades were provided for some candidates but it is not clear that these courses are part of the
current program. The contextual information with the “course of study” seemed to indicate that
economics was included in the program but not included in the current program. Information
provided in Assessment 7 seems to indicate that economics is part of the revised program.
Grades reported in Assessment 2 included economics but the narrative indicated the courses
were no longer required. See comments for Standard 1.1.
Response: The reviewer notes that there seems to be confusion about whether Economics is
included in the curriculum. The alignment matrix in Assessment 2 addresses this question. The
old Social Studies Education curriculum included two 3-hour courses, Economics 201:
Macroeconomics and Economics 202: Microeconomics. Because of the state-mandated
reduction in curriculum hours, the new Social Studies Education curriculum includes one 3-hour
course, Economics 102: Elements of Economics, instead.
Standard 1.8 Science, Technology, and Society

Not Met

NCSS Comment: How are candidates exposed to the concept that changes in science and
technology had both positive and negative consequence for society? See comments for Standard
1.1.

Response: The alignment matrix in Assessment 2 addresses this question. History 102 includes a
unit on “Revolutions and Nationalism” that devotes considerable attention to the First and
Second Industrial Revolutions. History 202 includes a unit on “Emergence of Modern America”
that does likewise.
Standard 1.9 Global Connections

Not Met

NCSS Comment: Candidates are required to take a class that addresses global change. How
do the geography classes address this standard? Where a portion of a course is indicate as
meeting a standard, the portion of the course should be described and candidates’ performance
on that portion of the course should be presented.
Response: A number of courses address globalization, including History 102: Western
Civilization since 1500, the required History 400-level class on Asian or Russian History, the
required History 400-level class on British or European History, the required History 400-level
class on Latin-American History, and the requirement that candidates take one of the following
Sociology classes: 401: Population, 411: Race and Ethnic Relations, or 465: Social Change and
Globalization. The requirement that candidates take both Geography 431: World Regional
Geography I (a regional geography of the developed world) and Geography 432: World Regional
Geography II (a regional geography of the developing world) insures that they acquire inclusive
knowledge of globalization.
Standard 1.10 Civil Ideals and Practices

Not Met

NCSS Comment: Same as 1.6. See comments on Standard 1.1.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
Standard 3.1 Course or Courses on Teaching Social Studies

Not Met

NCSS Comment: This standard is designed to solicit evidence there is (are) methods course(s)
specifically devoted to social studies instruction. The methods course(s) must emphasize the
candidate’s ability to instruct students in using a variety of strategies for the subject matter of
each of the ten content standards, in lesson and unit planning, in the ability to assess the
outcomes of instruction, and is appropriately sensitive to the use of a variety of approaches to
instruction as well as to the potential diversity of common school social studies classrooms in the
United States. A generic methods course will not satisfy this standard. There may be such a
course in the curriculum, but that’s not clear. Once again since much of the report referred to
courses only by prefix and numbers, it is not clear that a separate social studies methods course
exists and that candidates are required to complete the course prior to student teaching.
Response: With the approval of the Blue Ribbon Commission, HIPS has attempted for several
years to deliver instruction about Social Studies methods via History 322: Louisiana History
Practicum (1 hour) and History 497: Undergraduate Seminar in Major Problems in American
History (3 hours). While candidate success indicates that this works, HIPS has determined

nonetheless that it can better serve the needs of Social Studies Education majors by submitting to
the appropriate curriculum committees a proposal to make the following changes to the B.A. in
Social Studies curriculum, effective with the 2008-09 academic year.
(1) Expand History 322: Louisiana History Practicum from 1 hour to 3 hours. Course
description: A Practicum for Education majors that will provide 20 supervised direct
teaching hours in Social Studies prior to student teaching. Social Studies majors must
register for History 321 and 322 concurrently. Direct teaching hours will be
structured to meet the particular needs of the students and the cooperating school(s).
(2) Add History 4xx: Teaching Social Studies. Credit 3 hours. Prerequisite: Junior
standing or permission of the Department Head. This course will prepare Social
Studies Education majors to become effective teachers of Social Studies at the
secondary level. Students will explore the methods, primary and secondary texts,
maps, and other supporting materials vital to a secondary school curriculum in Social
Studies, with emphasis on History, Political Science (Civics), and Geography.
Students also will develop teaching materials appropriate for use in the high school
classroom. The course will provide 20 supervised direct teaching hours in Social
Studies prior to student teaching.
(3) Eliminate the non-specific History 400-level elective.
(4) Eliminate History 497: Undergraduate Seminar in Major Problems in American
History.
(5) Add Psychology 101 (see above, response to Standard 1.4).
Standard 3.2 Qualified Social Studies Faculty

Not Met

NCSS Comment: This standard especially expects college and university personnel directly
associated with the program (methods course instructors, college and/or university supervisors,
and other education personnel) to be appropriately qualified social studies educators; that the
college or university supervisors involved have been successful social science or social studies
educators, and that the cooperating teachers involved are licensed and experienced in social
studies education. Utilizing only generalist supervisors of social studies student teaching is NOT
favorably regarded by the NCSS.
Response: This revised report includes additional information about university faculty and
cooperating teachers. Included as attachments are:
(1) A revised list of university faculty including additional information about qualifications.
(2) A list of cooperating teachers with information about their qualifications.

PART C–EVALUATION OF PROGRAM REPORT EVIDENCE
C.1–Candidates’ knowledge of content
NCSS Comment: Assessment 1: Praxis II scores are high but are required for admission to the
program and student teaching. Sub scores tied to specific standards should be presented for all
candidates.
Assessment 2: Candidate grades were provided for three cohorts of candidates. However the
data would be more meaningful if titles of courses, not just course numbers had been used in the
table. The program needs to clarify the status of content relevant to NCSS Standard 1.7
(economics) as part of candidates’ program of study.
Assessment 7: Major Field Assessment provided further evidence of candidates’ competence in
content knowledge, but parts of the document presented the same challenges as above, using
only course numbers as references for candidate performance.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
C.2–Candidates’ ability to understand and apply pedagogical and professional content
knowledge, skills, and dispositions
NCSS Comment: Assessment 3: It is not clear that candidates’ ability to address NCSS
Standards in lesson planning is included in the rubric used to assess their competencies in
planning. The standards seem to be an add-on even in areas not directly addressed by the
standards, such as ways of addressing diverse learners.
Assessment 4: It is not made clear how the assessment of student teachers reflects their
performance relevant to the NCSS thematic standards. While NCSS does not expect that each
candidate will be observed and evaluated while teaching each standard, the assessment should
clearly address their ability to teach content relevant to the standards and to create
opportunities for their students to utilize skills such as critical thinking, etc. This assessment
should also be the primary tool for assessing candidates’ dispositions to teach social studies.
Assessment 6: Social Studies Addendum for student teachers. It is unclear what the observer is to
look for in determining the level of candidate “skills.” While candidates apparently performed
successfully, how does the data assist the program in assessing strengths of the program and of
the candidate? If the rubric was further developed/expanded, the data collected would be more
meaningful. What, exactly, do the data reported in 6C represent?
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
C.3–Candidate Effects on P-12 student learning
NCSS Comment: Assessment 5: There is no evidence of measurement of the impact on student
learning. The data provided do not appear to address the degree to which students have learned
from instruction by the candidate. Parts 2 and 3 (perhaps) appear to have the potential to
provide the strongest evidence of student learning. What is the meaning of the scores presented
in Attachment 5C? If this is a secondary program, why does the rubric address only PK-3
students? The data for this assessment need not be reported standard-by-standard.

Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
PART D–EVALUATION OF THE USE OF ASSESSMENT RESULTS
NCSS Comment: The narrative in Section V of the report speaks more of the mandate to change
coming from the state than from any problems identified through analysis of the program and/or
feedback from graduates or current candidates. It is unclear how the Teaching American History
Grant for Louisiana teachers has had an impact on the program for pre-service teachers.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
PART E–AREAS FOR CONSIDERATION
NCSS Comment: Assessment 1: Although general scores from the PRAXIS II test of social
studies content knowledge are useful to determine the general passing rate, they are not specific
to each standard, so they cannot, by themselves, show if candidates understand the content of the
individual standards. The program should report candidates’ performance on the Praxis II subscores for Behavioral Sciences (Standards 1.1, 1.4, and 1.5), United States history (1.2), world
history (1.2), geography (1.3), civics/government (1.6 and 1.10), and economics (1.7).
Assessments 2 and 7: The program needs to clarify the curriculum and present data in a way
that more clearly addresses the standards.
Assessment 3: Planning evidence needs clarification regarding candidates’ utilization of the
NCSS Standards in their lessons.
Assessments 4 and 6 Student Teaching data: The report needs to clarify how candidates are to
address NCSS Standards in their teaching.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
PART F–ADDITIONAL COMMENTS
F.1 Comments on context and other topics not covered in Parts B-E
NCSS Comment: Simply listing courses and indicating that they meet multiple standards
(particularly if those standards do not seem to be relevant to the focus of the course) is
problematic. The report should include a brief description of how a history course, for example,
might meet Standard 1.4 Psychology.
Response: See response for Standard 1.1.
F.2 Concerns for possible follow-up by the Board of Examiners
None listed

PART G—TERMS AND SUBSEQUENT ACTIONS FOR DECISIONS
Program is not nationally recognized. Programs that retain recognition from a prior review will
lose recognition at the end of the semester in which the NCATE accreditation visit is held, unless
a revised program report is submitted in or before that semester.
Subsequent action by the institution: A revised report, addressing unmet standards, may be
submitted no later than 18 months from the date of this report (see below for the range of
submission dates possible for a revised report).
NCATE will accept a revised report to meet any one of the following deadlines, and suggests that
programs do not submit a revised report until they have fully addressed all concerns noted in
this review. (Some states, however, may require the program to resubmit sooner. Please contact
your state if there is a question about the state requirement for resubmission.) The NCATE
deadlines for submission of a revised report for this program are Sept. 15, 2007; February 1,
2008; April 15, 2008; September 15, 2008; or February 1, 2009. The institution should notify
NCATE that it plans to submit a revised report at least one month before the report is due.
After February 1, 2009, NCATE will not accept a revised report based on this submission.
However, the institution may submit a new program report (rather than a revised report)
addressing all standards, at either Feb. 1 or Sept. 15 of a calendar year (submission dates for
new program reports). In states that require NCATE program review, another program report
must be submitted before the next NCATE accreditation visit.

ATTACHMENT B
Faculty Information
Directions: Complete the following information for each faculty member responsible for professional coursework, clinical supervision, or
administration in this program.
History and
Political
Science
Faculty
Member Name
Anderson,
Angie

Burns, Barbara

1

Highest
Degree,
Field, and
University 1

Assignment: Indicate
the role of the faculty
member 2

Faculty
Rank 3

Tenure
Track
(Yes/No)

Scholarship, 4 Leadership in
Professional Associations, and
Service: 5 List up to 3 major
contributions in the past 3 years 6

Teaching or other
professional
experience in
P-12 schools 7

M.A. History
Southeastern
Louisiana U

Faculty–History

Instructor

No

Department Webmaster

Director Region 8
Social Studies Fair
5 parish (county)
area

M.A.
Education
Southeastern
Louisiana U

Supervises candidates’
in-class experiences
preparing grades 4-12
for Social Studies Fair
Faculty–History
Effective spring 2008
observe candidates
practice teaching using
new content-oriented
rubric supplemental to
that used by COEHD

Department NCATE Coordinator

Instructor

No

Frequently attends workshops at the
Center for Faculty Excellence
2005 Gamma Beta Phi Outstanding
Teacher of the Year
Frequently attends workshops at the
Center for Faculty Excellence

Social Studies
teacher in high
school 1976-78,
1989-96 and in
middle school
1978-89.

e.g., PhD in Curriculum & Instruction, University of Nebraska
e.g., faculty, clinical supervisor, department chair, administrator
3
e.g., professor, associate professor, assistant professor, adjunct professor, instructor
4
Scholarship is defined by NCATE as systematic inquiry into the areas related to teaching, learning, and the education of teachers and other school personnel.
Scholarship includes traditional research and publication as well as the rigorous and systematic study of pedagogy, and the application of current research findings
in new settings. Scholarship further presupposes submission of one’s work for professional review and evaluation.
5
Service includes faculty contributions to college or university activities, schools, communities, and professional associations in ways that are consistent with the
institution and unit’s mission.
6
e.g., officer of a state or national association, article published in a specific journal, and an evaluation of a local school program
7
Briefly describe the nature of recent experience in P-12 schools (e.g. clinical supervision, inservice training, teaching in a PDS) indicating the discipline and grade
level of the assignment(s). List current P-12 licensure or certification(s) held, if any.
2

Elliott, Charles

M.A. History
Southeastern
Louisiana U

Faculty–History

Instructor

No

Teaches History 322
(Louisiana History
Practicum), in which
candidates learn state
standards, GLEs, key
concepts, benchmarks,
and 20 hours in-class
teaching experience

Conducts frequent
teacher workshops
(K-12) teachers for
Associated
Professional
Educators of
Louisiana and
Appeared on The History Channel’s Teaching American
History Grants
Nation: Louisiana, summer 2007

Director, The Manchac Swamp:
Manmade Disaster in Search of
Resolution, 30-minute film funded by
Environmental Protection Agency,
currently appearing on Louisiana
Public Broadcasting

Author of “A Rebel Blitzkrieg
Stumbles: Comanches, Command
Decisions, and Combat in the Baton
Rouge Campaign of 1862,” in
Lawrence Hewitt and Arthur Bergeron,
eds., Confederate Generals in the
Western Theater (University of
Missouri Press, 2007)
Robison,
William

Wood, Francis

Ph.D.
History
Louisiana St
University

Ph.D.
Educational

Faculty–History

Professor

Yes
Tenured

Department Head–
Department of History
and Political Science

Faculty–Teaching and
Learning

Associate
Professor

Yes

Published refereed articles in Oxford
Dictionary of National Biography, ed.
H. G. C. Matthew (Oxford University
Press, 2004) on "Sir Anthony
Browne," "Sir Thomas Cawarden,"
"William Fitzwilliam, Earl of
Southampton," "The Mores of
Loseley," "Henry Peckham," "Sir
Edmund Walsingham”
Author of two successful Teaching
American History Grants awarded to
Southeastern Louisiana University and
Tangipahoa Parish School District,
2004-07 and 2007-10
President, Louisiana Academic
Advising Association (LACADA),

Coordinator
Teaching American
History Grant
2004-present

Supervise methods
students. Current

Leadership
University of
New Orleans

2002-2004
Awarded SELECT Grant in 2006 to
create electronic career modules and to
train high school teachers to use them.
NCATE Standard V Committee, Fall
2006

certifications:
English, French.
Master’s in
Secondary
Education and in
Counseling
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ASSESSMENT 1
ATTACHMENT C
DATA CHART 10: PRAXIS II SCORES BY QUARTILE
Mean and range of composite scores for program completers for three years:

2005-2006
N= number of examinees
Average performance range
Mean
2004-2005
N= number of examinees
Average performance range
Mean
2003-2004
N= number of examinees
Average performance range
Mean

Social Studies: Content
Knowledge
(0081)

Social Studies: Interpret
Materials
(0083)

N= 19
154-173
157

N= 21
157-167
161

N= 37
146-166
156

N=30
153-171
159

N= 42
143-174
158.5

N= 35
158-169
164

Subscore quartiles for all institution examinees on subject assessments: Since we do not
have subscore data on our completers we recognized that our completers are included in
the population of all institution examinees. There is a deliberate inconsistency of N in
this case.
Social Studies: Content Knowledge (0081)
United States
1st quartile
2nd quartile
History
(lowest)
2005-2006 N=19
3
16%
10 53%
2004-2005 N= 37
11 30%
15 41%
2003-2004 N= 42
15 36%
10 24%
World History
2005-2006 N= 19
6
32%
6
32%
2004-2005 N= 37
12 32%
12 32%
2003-2004 N=42
14 33%
11 26%
Government/Civics/
Political Science
2005-2006 N=19
4
21%
8
42%
2004-2005 N= 37
10
27%
15 41%
2003-2005 N=42
11
26%
15 36%
Geography
2005-2006 N=19
5
26%
8
42%
2004-2005 N= 37
10
27%
18 49%
2003-2004 N=42
17
40%
15 36%

3rd quartile
4
6
10

21%
16%
24%

4th quartile
(highest)
2
11%
5
14%
7
17%

4
10
8

21%
27%
19%

3
3
9

16%
8%
21%

2
9
10

11%
24%
24%

5
3
6

26%
8%
14%

3
7
6

16%
19%
14%

3
2
4

16%
5%
10%

17
Economics
2005-2006 N=19
2004-2005 N= 37
2003-2004 N=42
Behavioral
Sciences
2005-2006 N=19
2004-2005 N= 37
2003-2004 N= 42

7
11
11

37%
30%
26%

7
11
15

37%
30%
36%

3
9
11

16%
24%
26%

2
6
5

11%
16%
12%

4
13
12

21%
35%
29%

8
17
10

42%
46%
24%

4
5
17

21%
14%
40%

3
2
3

16%
5%
7%

Social Studies: Interpret Materials (0083)
United States
1st quartile
2nd quartile
History
(lowest)
2005-2006 N= 21
5
24%
8
38%
2004-2005 N= 30
9
30%
10
33%
2003-2004 N= 35
10
29%
10
29%
World History
2005-2006 N= 21
6
29%
12
57%
2004-2005 N= 30
9
30%
6
20%
2003-2004 N= 35
5
14%
14
40%
Government/Civics
2005-2006 N= 21
5
24%
7
33%
2004-2005 N= 30
4
13%
9
30%
2003-2004 N= 35
6
17%
15
43%
Geography
2005-2006 N= 21
5
24%
10
48%
2004-2005 N= 30
11
37%
11
37%
2003-2004 N= 35
7
20%
16
46%
Economics
2005-2006 N= 21
2
10%
9
43%
2004-2005 N= 30
6
20%
7
23%
2003-2004 N= 35
8
23%
6
17%

3rd quartile
5
8
13

24%
27%
37%

4th quartile
(highest)
3
14%
3
10%
2
6%

3
11
11

14%
37%
31%

0
4
5

0%
13%
14%

7
14
10

33%
47%
29%

2
3
4

10%
10%
11%

4
5
7

19%
17%
20%

2
3
5

10%
10%
14%

5
15
14

24%
50%
40%

5
2
7

24%
7%
20%
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Assessment
2
Attachment A: Description
Alignment Matrix for Course Content and NCSS Standards
Credit
Hours

Course Name
and Number

NCSS
Standards

Course Descriptions from
Southeastern Louisiana University
General Catalogue
Courses marked 'Old' are only in the
old curriculum. Those marked 'New'
are only in the new. All others are in
both.

Category 1

All courses
combined

Social Studies Courses

1.1-1.10

3

New

Economics 102:
Elements of
Economics

3

Old

Economics 201:
Macroeconomics

1.7

3

Old

Economics 201:
Macroeconomics

1.7

3

Old

Geography 103:
Introduction to
Geography

1.3, 1.9

3

Old

Geography 300
or 400-level
elective

1.3, 1.9

Geography 301
Geography of
Europe

1.7

Social Studies Education majors must have a
grade of 'C' or better in all Social Studies
content courses in order to graduate.
A course to give non-business students a
comprehensive introduction to economic
principles and problems. Attention given to
problems of inflation, depression, markets,
prices, profits, wages, and government finance.
The nature of economics, economic concepts
and institutions, monetary theory, national
income theory, financing of business,
population problems and economic stability.
The theories of production, determination of
price, distribution of income, problems of
industrial relations, monopolies, comparative
economics systems.
This course surveys the basic concepts of
geography. Introduces the student to physical
and cultural aspects of geography and describes
the interaction of humans and their
environment..
All candidates in the old curriculum must take
one of the following 300 or 400-level
Geography courses or Geography 431 or 432
A survey and analysis of the physical and
cultural environments of the European
continent. emphasis on the physical landscape,
climate, settlement patterns, culture, land use,
urbanization, and economic development.
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Examines the physical and cultural geography
of Louisiana with an emphasis on the physical
geographical elements and the geographical
implications of the state’s varied cultural
heritage.
An historical study of the changing geographic
aspects of the land area of the United States
from the pre-Columbian era to the present.
Emphasis is placed upon the sequence of land
occupation and utilization in various regions of
the country.

Geography 322
Geography of
Louisiana

Geography 401
Historical
Geography of
the United States
Geography 410
Cultural
Geography

A study of man-land relationships, with
emphasis on the distribution of peoples and
variations in cultural landscapes.

3

Geography 431:
World Regional
Geography I

1.3, 1.9

3

Geography 432:
World Regional
Geography II

1.3, 1.9

3

History 101:
Western
Civilization to
1500

1.1, 1.2, 1.8

3

History 102:
Western
Civilization
since 1500

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

3

History 201:
American
History to
1877

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

A regional geography of the developed world.
Regions included are: Europe, the former
Soviet Union, the United States, Canada,
Australia, and Japan. Especially recommended
for elementary and secondary education majors.
A regional geography of the developing world.
Regions included are: Latin America, Africa,
the Middle East, and Asia, excluding Japan.
Especially recommended for elementary and
secondary school education majors.
A survey of Western Civilization from
prehistoric times to 1500. Four units on the
Ancient Near East; the Ancient Greeks; the
Ancient Roman World; and the Middle Ages.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures and readings.
A survey of Western Civilization from 1500 to
the
and Enlightenment (1610-1789);
Revolutions and Nationalism (1789-1914); and
Modern Europe (1914-present). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures
and readings.
A survey of American history from the age of
discovery to 1877. Four units on the Colonial
Period (1492-1763); the Revolution and the
Early National Period (1763-1816); the Age of
Compromise (1816-50); and the Civil War and
Reconstruction (1850-77). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures and readings
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3

History 202:
American
History since
1877

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

3

History 321:
Louisiana
History

1.2, 1.10

3

History 322:
Louisiana
History
Practicum

1.2, 3.1

3

3

New

History 497:
Undergraduate
Seminar in
Major Problems
in American
History
American
History 400level

History 469:
Women in
American
History

History 473:
Colonial
America 14921763

A survey of American history since 1877. Four
units on the Emergence of Modern America
(1877-1917); World Wars and the New Deal
(1917-45); the Cold War and Civil Rights
(1945-76); and the New World Order (1976present). Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Lectures and
readings.
A survey of Louisiana history from the age of
discovery to the present. Three units on
Colonial Louisiana; 19th-Century Louisiana;
and Modern Louisiana. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities,
with particular attention to African-American
and Cajun influence. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A practicum for Education majors that will
provide supervised direct teaching hours in
Social Studies prior to student teaching. Social
Studies majors must register for History 321
and 322 concurrently. Direct teaching hours
will be structured to meet the particular needs
of the students and the cooperating school(s).
Minimum of twenty hours of field experience
required.

1.2, 1.10,
3.1

A seminar style readings course designed to
give students a general survey of the main
events and American history from the colonial
period to the present. Student presentations and
seminar discussions emphasized.

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level American History courses.
A detailed study of the role of women in
American society, the image of women in
popular literature, and American women’s
struggle for equal rights. Three units on
Women in the Colonial Period; Women in 19th
Century America; and Women in 20th Century
America. Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of Colonial America from the
age of discovery to the end of the French and
Indian War. Three units on Discovery and
Early Colonization (1492-1607); the Growth of
American Colonies (1607-88); and the Era of
Colonial Wars (1689 to 1763). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women and
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minorities. Lecture, readings, and discussion.

History 474:
The American
Revolution
1763-1791

History 475:
America in the
Early National
Period 17881816

History 476:
America in the
Age of
Compromise
1816-1850

History 477:
Civil War and
Reconstruction

History 478:
The American
Frontier

A detailed study of the American Revolution
from the end of the French and Indian War to
the ratification of the Constitution. Three units
on the Origins of the Revolution (1763-76); the
Revolutionary War (1776-83); and the
Foundation of the Constitution (1783-91).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the new American nation
from the election of Washington to the end of
Madison’s presidency. Three units on the
Federalist Period (1788-1800); the Jeffersonian
Revolution (1800-08); and the Madison Era
(1808-16). Includes indepth coverage of the
role of women and minorities. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of American history from the
Missouri Compromise to the Compromise of
1850. Three units on
Nationalism and
Expansion (1816-28); the Age of Jackson
(1828-36); and Expansion and Reform (183650). Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the sectional controversy in
America. Three units on the Sectional Crisis
(1850-60); the Civil War (1861-65); and
Reconstruction (1865-77). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures, readings, and discussion. Partial
credit may be earned for this course by
attending the Deep Delta
Civil War
Symposium.
A study of the American frontier from the
colonial period to 1890, with emphasis on the
Native American problem, the fur trade,
mining, trade routes, and America’s Western
heritage. Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Three units on the
Colonial Period to 1787; Nationhood to the
Goldrush (1787-1849); and the Late Frontier
(1849-90). Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 479:
Emergence of
the Modern
United States
1877-1917

History 480:
World Wars and
the New Deal
1917-1945

History 482:
The Cold War
and Beyond
1945 to the
Present

History 485:
Military History
of America to
1865

History 487:
Military History
of America since
1865

History 489:
AfricanAmerican
History

A detailed study of the development of the
United States to the status of a world power, the
rise of American industry, and political and
intellectual developments. Three units on
Industrialization and Westward Expansion
(1877-88), Populism and Imperialism (18881900); Progressivism and World Power (19001917). Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the United States from its
entry into World War I through its victory in
World War II and
its achievement of
superpower status. Three units on World War I
and the 1920s; the Great Depression and the
New Deal; and World War II. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women and
minorities. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of America’s history as a
superpower. Three units on the Origins of the
Cold War (1945-60); the Vietnam Era (196075); and America as the Sole Superpower
(1975-present). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women and minorities. Lecture,
readings, and discussion
A detailed study of the battles and campaigns
on land and sea in which American armed
forces have participated from the colonial
period to 1865. Three units on the Colonial
Wars; the Revolutionary War, War of 1812,
and Frontier Wars; and the Mexican War and
Civil War.
A detailed study of the battles and campaigns
on land and sea in which American armed
forces have participated since 1865. Three
units on the Indian Wars and Spanish-American
War; the World Wars; and Korea, Vietnam, and
Beyond.
A detailed study of the role of AfricanAmericans in American history from the age of
discovery to the present. Three units on the
Slave
Era (c.1500-1865); Reconstruction,
Reaction, and Jim Crow (1865-1945); and the
Civil Rights Movement (1945-present).
Includes indepth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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A detailed study of Southern history from the
colonial period to 1865, with emphasis upon
political, social, and economic development
and slavery. Three units on the Colonial Period
(1607-1787); the Antebellum South and
Slavery (1788-1850); and the Secession Crisis
and the Civil War (1850-65). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures, readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of Southern history since
1865, with emphasis upon reconstruction,
industrialization, the changing status of
AfricanAmericans and Southern political
leadership in post-Civil War America. Three
units on Reconstruction and its Aftermath
(18651900); the South in the Early 20th
Century (1900-45); and the South, the Civil
Rights Movement, and Beyond (1945-present).
Lectures, readings, and discussions. Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women and
minorities.

History 492:
History of the
Old South

History 493:
History of the
New South

3

Asian/Russian
History 400level

History 444:
Ancient China
and the Orient

History 445:
Modern China
and the Orient

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Asian or Russian History courses.
A detailed study of the origins of Chinese
civilization, the concept of the Middle
Kingdom, the Tributary System (primarily
Japan, Korea, and Vietnam), the sources of
Chinese traditionalism, and their impact on or
contrast with neighboring Asian nations up to
the Manchu conquest of the 17th century.
Three units on the Origins and Emergence of
Chinese Civilization and Philosophy; the Early
Imperial Period; and Soong China and the
Emergence on non-Han Powers. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the development of China
from the 17th century Manchu conquest
through
the
struggle
for
democracy
characterizing the period since the late 1980s,
with special emphasis on the background and
dynamics of the revolution and the impact of a
destabilized China on neighboring Asian
powers (primarily Japan, Korea, and Vietnam).
Three units on Traditional China and the
Manchu Intrusion; Internal Instability and the
Western Intrusion; and Revolution and the New
World Order. Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
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3

New

History 454:
History of
Modern Russia
New Option

A detailed study of Russian History from the
Bolshevik Revolution to the present. Three
units on the Bolshevik Revolution (1900-28);
the Stalin Era (1928-53); and From Soviet
Superpower to Post-Communist Period (1953present). Lectures, readings, and discussion.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women.

British/European
History 4001.2, 1.8, 1.9
level

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level British or European History courses.

History 409:
History of
Ancient Greece

History 410:
History of
Ancient Rome

History 416:
The Early
Middle Ages

History 418:
The Later
Middle Ages

A detailed study of Greek civilization from the
Minoan period to the conquest of Greece by the
Romans. Three units on Minoan, Mycenaean,
and Dark Ages Greece (c.3000-800 B.C.);
Classical Greece (c.800-362 B.C.); and
Macedon, Alexander, and the Hellenistic Era
(362-146 B.C.). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussions
A detailed study of Roman civilization from
the foundation of Rome to the death of the
Emperor Justinian. Three units on the Monarch
and the Republic (origins to 31 B.C.); the Early
Roman Empire (31 B.C.-284 A.D.); and the
Later Roman Empire and the Byzantine
Empire (284-565). Includes in-depth coverage
of the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussions.
A detailed study of medieval Europe from the
fall of the western Roman Empire to c.1050.
Three units on the Germanic Kingdoms (476687); the Carolingian Empire (687-843); and
the Age of Invasions to c.1050. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed end of the Hundred Years War in
1453. Three units on the European Recovery,
the Crusades, and the 12th Century
Renaissance; Europe in the 13th Century; and
the Crisis of the 14th and Early 15th Centuries.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 419:
Renaissance
Europe

History 423:
Reformation
Europe

History 424:
Europe in the
Age of Reason
1648-1789

History 429:
Europe in the
Age of the
French
Revolution and
Napoleon
1789-1815

History 433:
Nineteenth
Century Europe
1815-1914

A detailed study of Renaissance Europe from
1380 to 1530, with emphasis on Italy’s central
role in propagating cultural change and in the
international politics of the period. Three units
on Renaissance Europe from its Origins to the
Peace of Lodi (1380- 1454); Renaissance
Europe from Lodi to the French Invasion
(1454-94); and Renaissance Europe from the
French Invasion to the Sack of Rome (14541530.) Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the Reformation from its
late medieval origins to the Treaty of
Westphalia, with emphasis on doctrinal
conflict, religious wars, social upheaval, and
the new monarchy. Three units on the Early
Reformation (origins-1555); Religious Wars
and Absolutism (1555-1610); and the Thirty
Years War and Related Conflicts (1610-1648).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Europe from the end of the
Thirty Years War to the eve of the French
Revolution. Three units on the Age of Louis
XIV (1648-1715); the Enlightenment and the
European State System (1715-48); and
Enlightened Absolutism (1748-89). Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lecture, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of European history from the
outbreak of the French Revolution to the final
defeat of Napoleon. Three units on the Origins
and Outbreak of the French Revolution (to
1792); the Reign of Terror and the
Thermidorean Reaction (1792-99); and the
Napoleonic Era (1799-1815). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Europe from the Congress
of Vienna to the outbreak of World War I.
Three units on Reaction and Revolution (181548); Nationalism and Conflict (1848-71); and
Democracy and Imperialism (1871-1914).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 434
Modern
European
History 1914 to
the Present

History 437:
Ancient and
Medieval Britain

History 438:
Tudor and Stuart
Britain

History 439:
Hanoverian and
Victorian Britain

History 440:
Modern Britain

History 468:
Women in
European
History

A detailed study of European history from the
outbreak of World War I to the present. Three
units on World War I and its Aftermath (191428); the Rise of Totalitarianism and World War
II (1928-45); and the Cold War and After
(1945-present). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
ancient world to 1485. Three units on Celtic,
Roman, and Anglo-Saxon Britain (origins to
1066); the Anglo- Normans and the Early
Plantagenets
(1066-1272);
the
Later
Plantagenets, Lancastrians, Yorkists, and the
Wars of the Roses (1272-1485). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
accession of Henry VII in 1485 to the death of
Anne in 1714. Three units on the Early Tudors
and the English Reformation (1485-1558);
Elizabeth, the Early Stuarts, and the Civil War
(1558-1649); and the Interregnum, Restoration,
and Glorious Revolution (1649-1714). Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lectures, readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
accession of George I in 1714 to the death of
Victoria in 1901. Three units on the Age of
Walpole and Pitt (1714-60); the Reign of
George III (1760-1820); and the Victorian Era
(1820-1901). Includes in-depth coverage of the
role of women and minorities. Lectures,
readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
rise of the Second Empire to the present. Three
units on the British Empire and World War I
(1900-20); Recovery, Depression, and World
War II (1920-45); and Postwar Britain (1945present). Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Lectures, readings,
and discussions.
A detailed study of the role of women in
European society from the ancient world to the
present. Three units on Women in the Ancient
World and the Middle Ages (c.3000 B.C.1500); Women in Early Modern Europe (15001789); and Women in the Modern World
(1789-present). Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
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3

Latin American
History 400level

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

History446:
History of Latin
America to 1820

History 447:
History of Latin
America since
1820

History 448:
History of the
Caribbean Area

History 449:
History of
Mexico

3

Political Science
201: Amerian
Politics

1.6, 1.8,
1.10

3

Political Science
202: State and
Local Politics

1.6, 1.8,
1.10

International
Politics 400level

1.1, 1.6, 1.8,
1.9

3 Old 6 New

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Latin American History courses.
A detailed study of Latin America from the
European discovery in 1492 to the end of
colonialism in 1820. Three units on the
Preconquest Era; Conquest and Republicanism;
and the Wars of Revolution. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Latin America from the end
of the colonial period to the rise of modern
nations, with special emphasis on
Latin
America’s relationship to the United States.
Three units on Mexico, Central America, and
the Caribbean 1820 to the Present; Venezuela
and Colombia 1820 to the Present; and
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, and
Peru 1820 to the Present. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the Caribbean area and its
part in the history of the world from the
European discovery to the present, with
emphasis
on international rivalries,
independence of certain areas, and strategic
geographic position in world affairs. Three
units on the Preconquest Period to 1830; 1830
to 1890; and 1890 to the Present. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion
A detailed study of Mexico from the colonial
period to the present, with emphasis on the war
for independence and its effect on modern
Mexico. Three units on Preconquest and
Spanish Conquest to 1810; Wars of
Independence and the First Republic to 1850;
Modern Mexico 1850 to the Present. Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A study of the problems, principles, and
structure of the American national political
system.
A study of the problems, principles, and
structure of state and local politics in the
United States. Special attention to Louisiana
state and local politics
All candidates must take two of the following
400-level International Politics courses.
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Political Science
425:
Comparative
European
Politics

The comparative study of European political
systems, concentrating on politics in Great
Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and Russia,
including an analysis of the development and
current status of the European Union.
The study of the
political systems of
developing nations, examining the progression
of their political and economic systems,
emphasizing the interrelated effects of these
systems within each nation. Concentrating on
India, Greater China, Brazil, Japan and the
Pacific Rim, and nations of sub-Saharan
Africa.
An examination of the Middle East and the
ntroduces the contemporary nations of the
Middle East, concentrating on a comparative
analysis of their political systems, the
international relations between these nations
(through organizations such as OPEC and the
Arab League), and relations between the
Middle East and political systems outside of
the region.

Political Science
426:
Comparative
Politics of
Developing
Nations

Political Science
428: Middle East
Politics

3

Old

3

New

Sociology 101
Introduction to
Sociology
Sociology
400-level

Sociology 401:
Population
New Option

Sociology 411:
Race and Ethnic
Relations

Sociology 465:
Social Change
and
Globalization
New Option

A study of culture, social organization, and
social relations.
1.1, 1.5, 1.8,
1.9

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Sociology courses.
This course examines the global impacts of
population growth and distribution on resources
and the environment, and how government
policies in the areas of migration, health,
education, and employment affect, and are
affected by, changes in the size and
composition of population.
Designed to give an insight into the attitudes of
groups, particularly racial groups where
interrelations are marked by antagonism,
discrimination, and conflict. Influence on
community welfare considered.
An examination of the nature, development,
and dimensions of globalization. Globalization
is conceptualized as a long-term emergent
phenomenon. Major theories of social change
and development are introduced. Cultural,
economic,
technological,
environmental,
military, political, and other aspects of
globalization are considered. Anti-systemic
social movements resisting globalization are
analyzed.
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3

Sociology 471:
Advanced
Sociology

1.1, 1.5

Category 2
3

Arts

1.1, 1.9

Art 105

Art 106

Music 151

Theatre 131

6

Education 490:
Special Methods
in High School
Subjects

3.1

3

Educational
Psychology 311:
Adolescent
Psychology

1.4

3

Educational
Psychology 315:
Classroom
Management and
Motivation

1.4

A review of the basic concepts, theories, and
methods in sociology; subsequently, an analysis
of topics of contemporary relevance to
sociology.
Non-Social Studies Courses
All candidates must take one of the following
courses, all of which address the arts on a
diverse, global level.
One semester chronological survey of world art
and architecture from the Paleolithic to the
Late Gothic eras.
One semester chronological survey of the world
art and architecture from the Late Gothic to the
present era.
A non-technical course open to all interested
persons. Designed to increase the response to
music through a knowledge of the art and
development of perceptive listening skills.
Opportunities provided to attend concerts and
recitals.
A course designed to impart a deepened
appreciation and understanding of today’s
theatre by surveying both contemporary
techniques and the contribution of theatre to
world
culture.
Consideration
of
the
interrelation of all aspects of theatre production
and the contributions of various related arts.
This course must be taken prior to student
teaching. Emphasis will be placed on the
materials and methods in the student’s major
field of certification.
Lesson planning,
alternative
assessment,
classroom
management, and educational technologies are
topics covered in the course. Field experience
component required
A study of physical, mental, social and
personality development during adolescence.
The needs of special populations such as
students with mild/moderate impairments will
be considered.
A detailed investigation of behavioral and
humanistic
approaches
to
classroom
management and motivation in the classroom.
Included are topics such as preventing
classroom disruptions, how and when to
intervene when they do occur; working with
parents; and, working with the mainstreamed
student.
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6

6 Old 3 or 6
New

Literature

1.1, 1.9

English 230:
World Literature

A survey of major writings of the Western
tradition from classical times to the present.

English 231:
British Literature

A course in the study of prose, drama, and
poetry by major writers of English literature.

English 232:
American
Literature

A course in the study of prose, drama, and
poetry by major writers of American literature.

Natural Science
Biological

1.8

General Biology
106:
Introduction to
Biological
Principles I
General Biology
107:
Introduction to
Biological
Principles II
4 Old
3 or
6 New

All candidates must take two of the following
courses, at least one of which must address
non-American literature.

Natural Science
Physical

Chemistry 101:
General
Chemistry I

1.8

All candidates in old curriclum must take both
GBIO 106 and 107. All candidates in new
currriculum must take at least one Biological
Science and a two-semester sequence in
Biological or Physical Science.
A survey of the fundamental principles and
concepts of biology including biochemistry,
cell biology, metabolism, photosynthesis, cell
division, reproduction, genetics, molecular
biology, development, evolution, and ecology.
This would be the first course in a sequence
which satisfies the General Education Sequence
requirement in the Natural Sciences.
A course which relates to the broad biological
principles covered in GBIO 106 to specific
groups of organisms. Emphasis will be placed
on taxonomy, diversity, systems and
architecture of these organisms.
All candidates in old curriclum must take either
Chem 106 or Phys 142. All candidates in new
curriculum must take at least one Physical
Science and a two-semester sequence in
Biological or Physical Science.
The first of a two semester sequence covering
the following
general topics: metric and
temperature conversions, density, calorimetry,
mixtures/compounds/elements, chemical and
physical properties, structure of the atom and
electron configuration, periodic table, bonding,
chemical formulas and nomenclature, moles,
stoichiometry, chemical reactions, gas laws,
and properties of gases, liquids and solids.
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Chemistry 102:
General
Chemistry II

Chemistry 106:
Chemistry for
Consumers
Old (4 hrs)
Earch Science
101: Earth
Science I
Earch Science
102: Earth
Science II

Physics 142:
Elementary
Physics
Old (4 hrs)

Physics 191:
General Physics

Physics 192:
General Physics

A continuation of Chemistry 101 covering
topics such as: solutions, concentrations (%
composition and molarity), acids/bases, pH,
buffers, kinetics, equilibrium, solubility,
oxidation/reduction, nuclear chemistry, and an
introduction into organic chemistry and
biochemistry.
A survey course in the cultural and applied
aspects of chemistry designed primarily for
students majoring in the Colleges of Business,
Education, and the humanities portion of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
An elementary treatment of the sun-Earth
relationships and the solar and stellar systems
An elementary
oceanography.

study

of

geology

and

This course is designed to prepare preservice
and inservice K-12 teachers to teach physical
science as a process of inquiry. The curriculum
will focus on small number of topics in
elementary physics, and students will actively
engage in a process of hands-on investigation
and discovery in a laboratory setting. The
central objective is to provide an active learning
environment that promotes critical thinking
skills, collaborative learning, and an
understanding and appreciation of the process
of scientific investigation.
A study of the fundamentals of mechanics,
heat and sound for students in disciplines where
a knowledge of calculus is not required.
A study of the fundamentals of electricity,
magnetism, light, and modern physics for
students in the biological sciences, industrial
technology, and other areas where a knowledge
of calculus is not required.
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Assessment
2
Attachment A: Description
Alignment Matrix for Course Content and NCSS Standards
Credit
Hours

Course Name
and Number

NCSS
Standards

Course Descriptions from
Southeastern Louisiana University
General Catalogue
Courses marked 'Old' are only in the
old curriculum. Those marked 'New'
are only in the new. All others are in
both.

Category 1

All courses
combined

Social Studies Courses

1.1-1.10

3

New

Economics 102:
Elements of
Economics

3

Old

Economics 201:
Macroeconomics

1.7

3

Old

Economics 201:
Macroeconomics

1.7

3

Old

Geography 103:
Introduction to
Geography

1.3, 1.9

3

Old

Geography 300
or 400-level
elective

1.3, 1.9

Geography 301
Geography of
Europe

1.7

Social Studies Education majors must have a
grade of 'C' or better in all Social Studies
content courses in order to graduate.
A course to give non-business students a
comprehensive introduction to economic
principles and problems. Attention given to
problems of inflation, depression, markets,
prices, profits, wages, and government finance.
The nature of economics, economic concepts
and institutions, monetary theory, national
income theory, financing of business,
population problems and economic stability.
The theories of production, determination of
price, distribution of income, problems of
industrial relations, monopolies, comparative
economics systems.
This course surveys the basic concepts of
geography. Introduces the student to physical
and cultural aspects of geography and describes
the interaction of humans and their
environment..
All candidates in the old curriculum must take
one of the following 300 or 400-level
Geography courses or Geography 431 or 432
A survey and analysis of the physical and
cultural environments of the European
continent. emphasis on the physical landscape,
climate, settlement patterns, culture, land use,
urbanization, and economic development.
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Examines the physical and cultural geography
of Louisiana with an emphasis on the physical
geographical elements and the geographical
implications of the state’s varied cultural
heritage.
An historical study of the changing geographic
aspects of the land area of the United States
from the pre-Columbian era to the present.
Emphasis is placed upon the sequence of land
occupation and utilization in various regions of
the country.

Geography 322
Geography of
Louisiana

Geography 401
Historical
Geography of
the United States
Geography 410
Cultural
Geography

A study of man-land relationships, with
emphasis on the distribution of peoples and
variations in cultural landscapes.

3

Geography 431:
World Regional
Geography I

1.3, 1.9

3

Geography 432:
World Regional
Geography II

1.3, 1.9

3

History 101:
Western
Civilization to
1500

1.1, 1.2, 1.8

3

History 102:
Western
Civilization
since 1500

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

3

History 201:
American
History to
1877

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

A regional geography of the developed world.
Regions included are: Europe, the former
Soviet Union, the United States, Canada,
Australia, and Japan. Especially recommended
for elementary and secondary education majors.
A regional geography of the developing world.
Regions included are: Latin America, Africa,
the Middle East, and Asia, excluding Japan.
Especially recommended for elementary and
secondary school education majors.
A survey of Western Civilization from
prehistoric times to 1500. Four units on the
Ancient Near East; the Ancient Greeks; the
Ancient Roman World; and the Middle Ages.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures and readings.
A survey of Western Civilization from 1500 to
the
and Enlightenment (1610-1789);
Revolutions and Nationalism (1789-1914); and
Modern Europe (1914-present). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures
and readings.
A survey of American history from the age of
discovery to 1877. Four units on the Colonial
Period (1492-1763); the Revolution and the
Early National Period (1763-1816); the Age of
Compromise (1816-50); and the Civil War and
Reconstruction (1850-77). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures and readings
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3

History 202:
American
History since
1877

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

3

History 321:
Louisiana
History

1.2, 1.10

3

History 322:
Louisiana
History
Practicum

1.2, 3.1

3

3

New

History 497:
Undergraduate
Seminar in
Major Problems
in American
History
American
History 400level

History 469:
Women in
American
History

History 473:
Colonial
America 14921763

A survey of American history since 1877. Four
units on the Emergence of Modern America
(1877-1917); World Wars and the New Deal
(1917-45); the Cold War and Civil Rights
(1945-76); and the New World Order (1976present). Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Lectures and
readings.
A survey of Louisiana history from the age of
discovery to the present. Three units on
Colonial Louisiana; 19th-Century Louisiana;
and Modern Louisiana. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities,
with particular attention to African-American
and Cajun influence. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A practicum for Education majors that will
provide supervised direct teaching hours in
Social Studies prior to student teaching. Social
Studies majors must register for History 321
and 322 concurrently. Direct teaching hours
will be structured to meet the particular needs
of the students and the cooperating school(s).
Minimum of twenty hours of field experience
required.

1.2, 1.10,
3.1

A seminar style readings course designed to
give students a general survey of the main
events and American history from the colonial
period to the present. Student presentations and
seminar discussions emphasized.

1.2, 1.8,
1.10

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level American History courses.
A detailed study of the role of women in
American society, the image of women in
popular literature, and American women’s
struggle for equal rights. Three units on
Women in the Colonial Period; Women in 19th
Century America; and Women in 20th Century
America. Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of Colonial America from the
age of discovery to the end of the French and
Indian War. Three units on Discovery and
Early Colonization (1492-1607); the Growth of
American Colonies (1607-88); and the Era of
Colonial Wars (1689 to 1763). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women and
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minorities. Lecture, readings, and discussion.

History 474:
The American
Revolution
1763-1791

History 475:
America in the
Early National
Period 17881816

History 476:
America in the
Age of
Compromise
1816-1850

History 477:
Civil War and
Reconstruction

History 478:
The American
Frontier

A detailed study of the American Revolution
from the end of the French and Indian War to
the ratification of the Constitution. Three units
on the Origins of the Revolution (1763-76); the
Revolutionary War (1776-83); and the
Foundation of the Constitution (1783-91).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the new American nation
from the election of Washington to the end of
Madison’s presidency. Three units on the
Federalist Period (1788-1800); the Jeffersonian
Revolution (1800-08); and the Madison Era
(1808-16). Includes indepth coverage of the
role of women and minorities. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of American history from the
Missouri Compromise to the Compromise of
1850. Three units on
Nationalism and
Expansion (1816-28); the Age of Jackson
(1828-36); and Expansion and Reform (183650). Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the sectional controversy in
America. Three units on the Sectional Crisis
(1850-60); the Civil War (1861-65); and
Reconstruction (1865-77). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures, readings, and discussion. Partial
credit may be earned for this course by
attending the Deep Delta
Civil War
Symposium.
A study of the American frontier from the
colonial period to 1890, with emphasis on the
Native American problem, the fur trade,
mining, trade routes, and America’s Western
heritage. Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Three units on the
Colonial Period to 1787; Nationhood to the
Goldrush (1787-1849); and the Late Frontier
(1849-90). Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 479:
Emergence of
the Modern
United States
1877-1917

History 480:
World Wars and
the New Deal
1917-1945

History 482:
The Cold War
and Beyond
1945 to the
Present

History 485:
Military History
of America to
1865

History 487:
Military History
of America since
1865

History 489:
AfricanAmerican
History

A detailed study of the development of the
United States to the status of a world power, the
rise of American industry, and political and
intellectual developments. Three units on
Industrialization and Westward Expansion
(1877-88), Populism and Imperialism (18881900); Progressivism and World Power (19001917). Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women and minorities. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the United States from its
entry into World War I through its victory in
World War II and
its achievement of
superpower status. Three units on World War I
and the 1920s; the Great Depression and the
New Deal; and World War II. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women and
minorities. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of America’s history as a
superpower. Three units on the Origins of the
Cold War (1945-60); the Vietnam Era (196075); and America as the Sole Superpower
(1975-present). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women and minorities. Lecture,
readings, and discussion
A detailed study of the battles and campaigns
on land and sea in which American armed
forces have participated from the colonial
period to 1865. Three units on the Colonial
Wars; the Revolutionary War, War of 1812,
and Frontier Wars; and the Mexican War and
Civil War.
A detailed study of the battles and campaigns
on land and sea in which American armed
forces have participated since 1865. Three
units on the Indian Wars and Spanish-American
War; the World Wars; and Korea, Vietnam, and
Beyond.
A detailed study of the role of AfricanAmericans in American history from the age of
discovery to the present. Three units on the
Slave
Era (c.1500-1865); Reconstruction,
Reaction, and Jim Crow (1865-1945); and the
Civil Rights Movement (1945-present).
Includes indepth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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A detailed study of Southern history from the
colonial period to 1865, with emphasis upon
political, social, and economic development
and slavery. Three units on the Colonial Period
(1607-1787); the Antebellum South and
Slavery (1788-1850); and the Secession Crisis
and the Civil War (1850-65). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women and minorities.
Lectures, readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of Southern history since
1865, with emphasis upon reconstruction,
industrialization, the changing status of
AfricanAmericans and Southern political
leadership in post-Civil War America. Three
units on Reconstruction and its Aftermath
(18651900); the South in the Early 20th
Century (1900-45); and the South, the Civil
Rights Movement, and Beyond (1945-present).
Lectures, readings, and discussions. Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women and
minorities.

History 492:
History of the
Old South

History 493:
History of the
New South

3

Asian/Russian
History 400level

History 444:
Ancient China
and the Orient

History 445:
Modern China
and the Orient

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Asian or Russian History courses.
A detailed study of the origins of Chinese
civilization, the concept of the Middle
Kingdom, the Tributary System (primarily
Japan, Korea, and Vietnam), the sources of
Chinese traditionalism, and their impact on or
contrast with neighboring Asian nations up to
the Manchu conquest of the 17th century.
Three units on the Origins and Emergence of
Chinese Civilization and Philosophy; the Early
Imperial Period; and Soong China and the
Emergence on non-Han Powers. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the development of China
from the 17th century Manchu conquest
through
the
struggle
for
democracy
characterizing the period since the late 1980s,
with special emphasis on the background and
dynamics of the revolution and the impact of a
destabilized China on neighboring Asian
powers (primarily Japan, Korea, and Vietnam).
Three units on Traditional China and the
Manchu Intrusion; Internal Instability and the
Western Intrusion; and Revolution and the New
World Order. Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
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3

New

History 454:
History of
Modern Russia
New Option

A detailed study of Russian History from the
Bolshevik Revolution to the present. Three
units on the Bolshevik Revolution (1900-28);
the Stalin Era (1928-53); and From Soviet
Superpower to Post-Communist Period (1953present). Lectures, readings, and discussion.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women.

British/European
History 4001.2, 1.8, 1.9
level

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level British or European History courses.

History 409:
History of
Ancient Greece

History 410:
History of
Ancient Rome

History 416:
The Early
Middle Ages

History 418:
The Later
Middle Ages

A detailed study of Greek civilization from the
Minoan period to the conquest of Greece by the
Romans. Three units on Minoan, Mycenaean,
and Dark Ages Greece (c.3000-800 B.C.);
Classical Greece (c.800-362 B.C.); and
Macedon, Alexander, and the Hellenistic Era
(362-146 B.C.). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussions
A detailed study of Roman civilization from
the foundation of Rome to the death of the
Emperor Justinian. Three units on the Monarch
and the Republic (origins to 31 B.C.); the Early
Roman Empire (31 B.C.-284 A.D.); and the
Later Roman Empire and the Byzantine
Empire (284-565). Includes in-depth coverage
of the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussions.
A detailed study of medieval Europe from the
fall of the western Roman Empire to c.1050.
Three units on the Germanic Kingdoms (476687); the Carolingian Empire (687-843); and
the Age of Invasions to c.1050. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed end of the Hundred Years War in
1453. Three units on the European Recovery,
the Crusades, and the 12th Century
Renaissance; Europe in the 13th Century; and
the Crisis of the 14th and Early 15th Centuries.
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 419:
Renaissance
Europe

History 423:
Reformation
Europe

History 424:
Europe in the
Age of Reason
1648-1789

History 429:
Europe in the
Age of the
French
Revolution and
Napoleon
1789-1815

History 433:
Nineteenth
Century Europe
1815-1914

A detailed study of Renaissance Europe from
1380 to 1530, with emphasis on Italy’s central
role in propagating cultural change and in the
international politics of the period. Three units
on Renaissance Europe from its Origins to the
Peace of Lodi (1380- 1454); Renaissance
Europe from Lodi to the French Invasion
(1454-94); and Renaissance Europe from the
French Invasion to the Sack of Rome (14541530.) Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the Reformation from its
late medieval origins to the Treaty of
Westphalia, with emphasis on doctrinal
conflict, religious wars, social upheaval, and
the new monarchy. Three units on the Early
Reformation (origins-1555); Religious Wars
and Absolutism (1555-1610); and the Thirty
Years War and Related Conflicts (1610-1648).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Europe from the end of the
Thirty Years War to the eve of the French
Revolution. Three units on the Age of Louis
XIV (1648-1715); the Enlightenment and the
European State System (1715-48); and
Enlightened Absolutism (1748-89). Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lecture, readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of European history from the
outbreak of the French Revolution to the final
defeat of Napoleon. Three units on the Origins
and Outbreak of the French Revolution (to
1792); the Reign of Terror and the
Thermidorean Reaction (1792-99); and the
Napoleonic Era (1799-1815). Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Europe from the Congress
of Vienna to the outbreak of World War I.
Three units on Reaction and Revolution (181548); Nationalism and Conflict (1848-71); and
Democracy and Imperialism (1871-1914).
Includes in-depth coverage of the role of
women. Lectures, readings, and discussion.
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History 434
Modern
European
History 1914 to
the Present

History 437:
Ancient and
Medieval Britain

History 438:
Tudor and Stuart
Britain

History 439:
Hanoverian and
Victorian Britain

History 440:
Modern Britain

History 468:
Women in
European
History

A detailed study of European history from the
outbreak of World War I to the present. Three
units on World War I and its Aftermath (191428); the Rise of Totalitarianism and World War
II (1928-45); and the Cold War and After
(1945-present). Includes in-depth coverage of
the role of women. Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
ancient world to 1485. Three units on Celtic,
Roman, and Anglo-Saxon Britain (origins to
1066); the Anglo- Normans and the Early
Plantagenets
(1066-1272);
the
Later
Plantagenets, Lancastrians, Yorkists, and the
Wars of the Roses (1272-1485). Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
accession of Henry VII in 1485 to the death of
Anne in 1714. Three units on the Early Tudors
and the English Reformation (1485-1558);
Elizabeth, the Early Stuarts, and the Civil War
(1558-1649); and the Interregnum, Restoration,
and Glorious Revolution (1649-1714). Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lectures, readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
accession of George I in 1714 to the death of
Victoria in 1901. Three units on the Age of
Walpole and Pitt (1714-60); the Reign of
George III (1760-1820); and the Victorian Era
(1820-1901). Includes in-depth coverage of the
role of women and minorities. Lectures,
readings, and discussions.
A detailed study of the British Isles from the
rise of the Second Empire to the present. Three
units on the British Empire and World War I
(1900-20); Recovery, Depression, and World
War II (1920-45); and Postwar Britain (1945present). Includes in-depth coverage of the role
of women and minorities. Lectures, readings,
and discussions.
A detailed study of the role of women in
European society from the ancient world to the
present. Three units on Women in the Ancient
World and the Middle Ages (c.3000 B.C.1500); Women in Early Modern Europe (15001789); and Women in the Modern World
(1789-present). Lectures, readings, and
discussion.
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3

Latin American
History 400level

1.1, 1.2, 1.8,
1.9

History446:
History of Latin
America to 1820

History 447:
History of Latin
America since
1820

History 448:
History of the
Caribbean Area

History 449:
History of
Mexico

3

Political Science
201: Amerian
Politics

1.6, 1.8,
1.10

3

Political Science
202: State and
Local Politics

1.6, 1.8,
1.10

International
Politics 400level

1.1, 1.6, 1.8,
1.9

3 Old 6 New

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Latin American History courses.
A detailed study of Latin America from the
European discovery in 1492 to the end of
colonialism in 1820. Three units on the
Preconquest Era; Conquest and Republicanism;
and the Wars of Revolution. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of Latin America from the end
of the colonial period to the rise of modern
nations, with special emphasis on
Latin
America’s relationship to the United States.
Three units on Mexico, Central America, and
the Caribbean 1820 to the Present; Venezuela
and Colombia 1820 to the Present; and
Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Chile, Ecuador, and
Peru 1820 to the Present. Includes in-depth
coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion.
A detailed study of the Caribbean area and its
part in the history of the world from the
European discovery to the present, with
emphasis
on international rivalries,
independence of certain areas, and strategic
geographic position in world affairs. Three
units on the Preconquest Period to 1830; 1830
to 1890; and 1890 to the Present. Includes indepth coverage of the role of women. Lectures,
readings, and discussion
A detailed study of Mexico from the colonial
period to the present, with emphasis on the war
for independence and its effect on modern
Mexico. Three units on Preconquest and
Spanish Conquest to 1810; Wars of
Independence and the First Republic to 1850;
Modern Mexico 1850 to the Present. Includes
in-depth coverage of the role of women.
Lectures, readings, and discussion.
A study of the problems, principles, and
structure of the American national political
system.
A study of the problems, principles, and
structure of state and local politics in the
United States. Special attention to Louisiana
state and local politics
All candidates must take two of the following
400-level International Politics courses.
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Political Science
425:
Comparative
European
Politics

The comparative study of European political
systems, concentrating on politics in Great
Britain, France, Germany, Italy, and Russia,
including an analysis of the development and
current status of the European Union.
The study of the
political systems of
developing nations, examining the progression
of their political and economic systems,
emphasizing the interrelated effects of these
systems within each nation. Concentrating on
India, Greater China, Brazil, Japan and the
Pacific Rim, and nations of sub-Saharan
Africa.
An examination of the Middle East and the
ntroduces the contemporary nations of the
Middle East, concentrating on a comparative
analysis of their political systems, the
international relations between these nations
(through organizations such as OPEC and the
Arab League), and relations between the
Middle East and political systems outside of
the region.

Political Science
426:
Comparative
Politics of
Developing
Nations

Political Science
428: Middle East
Politics

3

Old

3

New

Sociology 101
Introduction to
Sociology
Sociology
400-level

Sociology 401:
Population
New Option

Sociology 411:
Race and Ethnic
Relations

Sociology 465:
Social Change
and
Globalization
New Option

A study of culture, social organization, and
social relations.
1.1, 1.5, 1.8,
1.9

All candidates must take one of the following
400-level Sociology courses.
This course examines the global impacts of
population growth and distribution on resources
and the environment, and how government
policies in the areas of migration, health,
education, and employment affect, and are
affected by, changes in the size and
composition of population.
Designed to give an insight into the attitudes of
groups, particularly racial groups where
interrelations are marked by antagonism,
discrimination, and conflict. Influence on
community welfare considered.
An examination of the nature, development,
and dimensions of globalization. Globalization
is conceptualized as a long-term emergent
phenomenon. Major theories of social change
and development are introduced. Cultural,
economic,
technological,
environmental,
military, political, and other aspects of
globalization are considered. Anti-systemic
social movements resisting globalization are
analyzed.
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3

Sociology 471:
Advanced
Sociology

1.1, 1.5

Category 2
3

Arts

1.1, 1.9

Art 105

Art 106

Music 151

Theatre 131

6

Education 490:
Special Methods
in High School
Subjects

3.1

3

Educational
Psychology 311:
Adolescent
Psychology

1.4

3

Educational
Psychology 315:
Classroom
Management and
Motivation

1.4

A review of the basic concepts, theories, and
methods in sociology; subsequently, an analysis
of topics of contemporary relevance to
sociology.
Non-Social Studies Courses
All candidates must take one of the following
courses, all of which address the arts on a
diverse, global level.
One semester chronological survey of world art
and architecture from the Paleolithic to the
Late Gothic eras.
One semester chronological survey of the world
art and architecture from the Late Gothic to the
present era.
A non-technical course open to all interested
persons. Designed to increase the response to
music through a knowledge of the art and
development of perceptive listening skills.
Opportunities provided to attend concerts and
recitals.
A course designed to impart a deepened
appreciation and understanding of today’s
theatre by surveying both contemporary
techniques and the contribution of theatre to
world
culture.
Consideration
of
the
interrelation of all aspects of theatre production
and the contributions of various related arts.
This course must be taken prior to student
teaching. Emphasis will be placed on the
materials and methods in the student’s major
field of certification.
Lesson planning,
alternative
assessment,
classroom
management, and educational technologies are
topics covered in the course. Field experience
component required
A study of physical, mental, social and
personality development during adolescence.
The needs of special populations such as
students with mild/moderate impairments will
be considered.
A detailed investigation of behavioral and
humanistic
approaches
to
classroom
management and motivation in the classroom.
Included are topics such as preventing
classroom disruptions, how and when to
intervene when they do occur; working with
parents; and, working with the mainstreamed
student.
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6

6 Old 3 or 6
New

Literature

1.1, 1.9

English 230:
World Literature

A survey of major writings of the Western
tradition from classical times to the present.

English 231:
British Literature

A course in the study of prose, drama, and
poetry by major writers of English literature.

English 232:
American
Literature

A course in the study of prose, drama, and
poetry by major writers of American literature.

Natural Science
Biological

1.8

General Biology
106:
Introduction to
Biological
Principles I
General Biology
107:
Introduction to
Biological
Principles II
4 Old
3 or
6 New

All candidates must take two of the following
courses, at least one of which must address
non-American literature.

Natural Science
Physical

Chemistry 101:
General
Chemistry I

1.8

All candidates in old curriclum must take both
GBIO 106 and 107. All candidates in new
currriculum must take at least one Biological
Science and a two-semester sequence in
Biological or Physical Science.
A survey of the fundamental principles and
concepts of biology including biochemistry,
cell biology, metabolism, photosynthesis, cell
division, reproduction, genetics, molecular
biology, development, evolution, and ecology.
This would be the first course in a sequence
which satisfies the General Education Sequence
requirement in the Natural Sciences.
A course which relates to the broad biological
principles covered in GBIO 106 to specific
groups of organisms. Emphasis will be placed
on taxonomy, diversity, systems and
architecture of these organisms.
All candidates in old curriclum must take either
Chem 106 or Phys 142. All candidates in new
curriculum must take at least one Physical
Science and a two-semester sequence in
Biological or Physical Science.
The first of a two semester sequence covering
the following
general topics: metric and
temperature conversions, density, calorimetry,
mixtures/compounds/elements, chemical and
physical properties, structure of the atom and
electron configuration, periodic table, bonding,
chemical formulas and nomenclature, moles,
stoichiometry, chemical reactions, gas laws,
and properties of gases, liquids and solids.
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Chemistry 102:
General
Chemistry II

Chemistry 106:
Chemistry for
Consumers
Old (4 hrs)
Earch Science
101: Earth
Science I
Earch Science
102: Earth
Science II

Physics 142:
Elementary
Physics
Old (4 hrs)

Physics 191:
General Physics

Physics 192:
General Physics

A continuation of Chemistry 101 covering
topics such as: solutions, concentrations (%
composition and molarity), acids/bases, pH,
buffers, kinetics, equilibrium, solubility,
oxidation/reduction, nuclear chemistry, and an
introduction into organic chemistry and
biochemistry.
A survey course in the cultural and applied
aspects of chemistry designed primarily for
students majoring in the Colleges of Business,
Education, and the humanities portion of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
An elementary treatment of the sun-Earth
relationships and the solar and stellar systems
An elementary
oceanography.

study

of

geology

and

This course is designed to prepare preservice
and inservice K-12 teachers to teach physical
science as a process of inquiry. The curriculum
will focus on small number of topics in
elementary physics, and students will actively
engage in a process of hands-on investigation
and discovery in a laboratory setting. The
central objective is to provide an active learning
environment that promotes critical thinking
skills, collaborative learning, and an
understanding and appreciation of the process
of scientific investigation.
A study of the fundamentals of mechanics,
heat and sound for students in disciplines where
a knowledge of calculus is not required.
A study of the fundamentals of electricity,
magnetism, light, and modern physics for
students in the biological sciences, industrial
technology, and other areas where a knowledge
of calculus is not required.
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ASSESSMENT 2
ATTACHMENT B
GRADING CRITERIA
Students are graded on the following basis.
A – work of the highest degree of excellence
B – good work
C – average work
D – work that meets only the minimum requirements for passing
F – failing work
P – passing (certain courses only), will not carry quality points, will not be computed in
the student’s average, and will not at any time for any purpose be translated into grade A,
B, C, or D.
U – unsatisfactory. A non-punitive grade in a remedial or developmental course. No
hours attempted are recorded.
Source: 2006-07 Southeastern Louisiana University General Catalogue, p. 60.
Note: Social Studies Education majors must earn a grade of “C’ or better in all content
area courses.
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ASSESSMENT 2
ATTACHMENT C, DATA CHART 5
GRADE DISTRIBUTION–B.A. IN SOCIAL STUDIES 2006-07
Graduates in 2006-07 who were enrolled in the new B.A. in Social Studies curriculum.
Minimum grade of 'C' required in all Social Studies content courses.

HRS COURSE
3
3
3
3

ECON 102
GEOG 431
GEOG 432
HIST 101

3
3
3
3
1
3
3

HIST 102
HIST 201
HIST 202
HIST 321
HIST 322
HIST 497
AMERICAN HISTORY 400-LEVEL
HIST 469
HIST 473
HIST 474
HIST 475
HIST 476
HIST 477
HIST 478
HIST 479
HIST 480
HIST 482
HIST 485

3

HIST 487
HIST 489
HIST 492
HIST 493
ASIAN/RUSSIAN HIST 400-LEVEL
HIST 444
HIST 445

Elements of
Economics
World Geography I
World Geography II
Western Civ to 1500
Western Civ since
1500
America to 1877
America since 1877
Louisiana
Louisiana Practicum
Undergrad Seminar
Women American Hist
Colonial America
American Revolution
Early National Period
Age of Compromise
Civil
War/Reconstruction
American Frontier
Emergence Modern
Am
World Wars/New Deal
Cold War and Beyond
Am Military to 1865
Am Military since
1865
African-American
Old South
New South
Ancient China/Orient
Modern China/Orient

A

%

B

%

C

%

D

%

1

25%

2

50%

1

25%

0

0%

2
1
1

50%
25%
25%

2
3
2

50%
75%
50%

0
0
1

0%
0%
25%

0
0
0

0%
0%
0%

1

25%

3

75%

0

0%

0

0%

3
2
2
4
3
1
0
0
0
0
0

75%
50%
50%
100%
75%
25%

1
2
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
0
0

25%
50%
25%
0%
25%
50%

0
0
1
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
25%
0%
0%
25%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0%

0

0

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0
1
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0
0
0

0

1

0

0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
4
3
1

0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

0%

###

0%

0%
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3

3

3
3
6

3

3
3

HIST 454
BRITISH/EUROPEAN 400-LEVEL
HIST 409
HIST 410
HIST 416
HIST 418
HIST 419
HIST 423
HIST 424
HIST 429
HIST 433
HIST 434
HIST 437
HIST 438
HIST 439
HIST 440
HIST 468
LATIN AMERICAN HIST 400LEVEL
HIST 446
HIST 447
HIST 448
HIST 449
POLI 201
POLI 202
INTERNATIONAL POL 400LEVEL
POLI 425
POLI 426
POLI 428
SOCIOLOGY (GLOBAL) 400LEVEL
SOC 401
SOC 411
SOC 465
SOC 471
ARTS 100-LEVEL
ART 105
ART 106
MUS 151

Modern Russia
Ancient Greece
Ancient Rome
Early Middle Ages
Later Middle Ages
Renaissance Europe
Reformation Europe
Age of Reason
French Rev/Napoleon
19th Century Europe
Modern Europe
Ancient/Medieval Brit
Tudor/Stuart Britain
Hanoverian/Victorian
Br
Modern Britain
Women European Hist

0
1
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Comp Govt Europe
Comp Govt
Developing
Middle East Politics

Art History I
Art History II
Intro to Music

0%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

1

0

0

1
0

0
0

0
0

0
0

25%

2

2

0%
50%

0
1
1
0
4
1

###
25%

1

0%
25%

2

25%

3

38%

3

38%

0
0
0
1

50%

1

25%

0
1
0
0

0

0

2

0

1

2

1

0

0

1

0

0

4

###

0

0%

0

0
0

3
1

0
0

0
0

0

0

0

0

3
3
1
0
0

75%
75%

1
0
0
1

0%
25%

1
0
0
0
0

0%

0%
0%

0

0%

0%

0
0
0
0

1

0
Population
Race/Ethnic Relations
Soc
Change/Globalizat'n
Advanced Sociology

75%

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0

1
Latin Am to 1820
Latin Am since 1820
Caribbean
Mexico
American Politics
State and Local Politics

25%

0
3
0
0
0
0
1
0
0
0
0
1
0
0

25%
0%

0
0
0
0

0%

0%

0%
0%
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3
3
3
6

3 or
6

3 or
6

THEA 131
EDUC 490
EPSY 311
EPSY 315
LITERATURE 200-LEVEL
ENG 230
ENG 231
ENG 232
NATURAL SCIENCE
BIOLOGICAL
GBIO 106
GBIO 107
NATURAL SCIENCE PHYSICAL
CHEM 101
CHEM 106
EASC 101
EASC 102
PHYS 191
PHYS 192

Intro to Theatre
Methods
Adolescent Psychology
Classroom
Management
World Literature
British Literature
American Literature

Intro Biology I
Intro Biology II

2
3
2

75%
50%

0
1
0

3

75%

4
1
1
2
3

1

25%

50%

4
0
2
2

43%

2

2
1
1

General Chemistry I
Chemistry for
Consumers
Earth Science I
Earth Science II
General Physics I
General Physics II

25%
0%

0
0
2

0%
50%

0
0
0

0%
0%

0

0%

0

0%

50%

0
0
0
0

0%

0
0
0
0

0%

29%

1

14%

1

14%

1
1
20%

2

0
1
40%

2

1
0
40%

0

0

1

1

0

1

0

0

0

0
0
0
0

1
0
0
0

0
1
0
0

0
0
0
0

0%

50

51

52

53

54
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Final Evaluation Report of Student Teaching
The Scoring Guide
The four-point rating scale is used to determine ratings on all attributes. It is applied during each
individual assessment visit and in scoring the teacher education candidate Assessment Plan. In
every case, the four points are defined in the same way:

4 – Uses this skill consistently with a high degree of competence and
confidence
(Target: Requires little to no support and guidance)
3 – Uses this skill appropriately and competently
(Meets Expectations: Requires occasional minimum support)
2 – Is beginning to incorporate this skill
(Meets Expectations: Limited use of this skill; often requires support
and guidance)
1 – Has not developed or used this skill
(Does not meet minimal expectations for standard)
NA – Not applicable or Not Observed (performance in this Attribute was not
observed)

Note: A rating of NA may be awarded for Planning: Attribute 8 which
applies to Special education Teachers only and Instruction: Attribute 20
which applies to physical education teachers only. All other Attributes
must be rated as 1, 2, 3, or 4

When the scale is applied in various instruments to specific attributes, each scale point is
behaviorally anchored: i.e., definitions of practices or behaviors required to achieve that rating
have been developed.
When individual assessors develop ratings for Attributes and Components, the procedures
described below are followed.
•

To develop ratings for an attribute, the assessor analyzes patterns within the data and
determines the attribute rating most representative of those patterns, taking all practices
and behaviors into account (holistic approach).

•

To form an overall evaluation, a candidate’s minimum score should be a 2 on each item
with at least 80% of the scores a minimum of 3 or higher. (holistic approach).
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Final Evaluation Report of Student Teaching
The Scoring Guide
The four-point rating scale is used to determine ratings on all attributes. It is applied during each
individual assessment visit and in scoring the teacher education candidate Assessment Plan. In
every case, the four points are defined in the same way:

4 – Uses this skill consistently with a high degree of competence and
confidence
(Target: Requires little to no support and guidance)
3 – Uses this skill appropriately and competently
(Meets Expectations: Requires occasional minimum support)
2 – Is beginning to incorporate this skill
(Meets Expectations: Limited use of this skill; often requires support
and guidance)
1 – Has not developed or used this skill
(Does not meet minimal expectations for standard)
NA – Not applicable or Not Observed (performance in this Attribute was not
observed)

Note: A rating of NA may be awarded for Planning: Attribute 8 which
applies to Special education Teachers only and Instruction: Attribute 20
which applies to physical education teachers only. All other Attributes
must be rated as 1, 2, 3, or 4

When the scale is applied in various instruments to specific attributes, each scale point is
behaviorally anchored: i.e., definitions of practices or behaviors required to achieve that rating
have been developed.
When individual assessors develop ratings for Attributes and Components, the procedures
described below are followed.
•

To develop ratings for an attribute, the assessor analyzes patterns within the data and
determines the attribute rating most representative of those patterns, taking all practices
and behaviors into account (holistic approach).

•

To form an overall evaluation, a candidate’s minimum score should be a 2 on each item
with at least 80% of the scores a minimum of 3 or higher. (holistic approach).

